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Topic: Higher Education

- Population in Universities has grown. Many factors have influenced this expansion and one of them is the immigration to the United States from different countries that seek a better education and other countries might not offer it. “Today, the number of students attending colleges and universities around the world in exploding—a phenomena specialist calls it the “massification of education”
- Mexican Americans have increased the number of people in higher education since more opportunities have been offered to them. Education has increased among this population. “It has increased about twenty-five percent of what it was ten years ago.”
- It is argued that “Most of the experts tracking massification seem to agree that dramatic growth in the number of students in universities or other higher education learning programs has caused a decline in the overall quality of both students and instruction” Many people in the country believe that the education level has decreased since classes are getting bigger every time.
Assessment:

Mexican American population in universities has grown to the point that it criticized that the quality of the education has declined due to the fact that more Latino students continue to achieve a higher education. Opportunities for Mexican American students have been offered more than what they were offered in the past and that is one of the reasons why more people seek to continue their education to a higher level. The Article Expanding Higher Education by Reed Karaim explores education to the level that students attending colleges and universities around the world are blowing up. A couple of the main issues in the article are; “Is rapid expansion endangering the quality of higher education?” “Is a college education worth the cost?” The author talks about how education is endangered and how different populations including Latinos make the education to decline since classes get bigger and it is more difficult for students to learn